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and ability to scrape
without a domain name
I'm trying to scrape data
for a sort of "trending"
website that is packed
with industry news. I
need to use requests,
Beautiful Soup and

scrape the source of this
site: But I can't manage
to find the code I need
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to search for where the
title of the article is

stored. I have looked
into the various requests
functions, and I found
that I could pass get("",
verify=False),but that

didn't help. Could
someone help me out

and explain a bit about
how to get "latest" in the
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HTML code where
"latest" is the title of the

article, or if that isn't
possible, tell me how I
can scrape the source.
Here is the code I have
so far: import requests

from bs4 import
BeautifulSoup import

sys import pandas as pd
url = "" r =
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requests.get(url) soup =
BeautifulSoup(r.text,"ht

ml5lib") nodes =
soup.findAll('td',

attrs={'width':'117'}) for
node in nodes: print

node Thanks! A: You
can use xpath to get the
data you need. Example
below: import requests

from bs4 import
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BeautifulSoup import
sys import pandas as pd

url = "" r =
requests.get(url) soup =

BeautifulSoup

2. Closing Key Words.
1. Organization. 2.

Topic and Supporting
Words. 1.2 A Writer's

System of Composition.
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CHAPTER . String /

Numbersetting.edit.title
概述[ 依赖

jquery.ztree.exedit 扩展 js
] 节点编辑后的标题。 请通过

zTree 对象执行此值。 setting
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举例 1. 更改节点名称为 test1
var setting = { edit: {

enable: true, title: "test1
test1 test1" } }; ...... up
to the jury. See Bonner,

at 976-77. The Third
Circuit declined to

follow Bonner on this
point. See Santobello,

404 U.S. at 263 n.2, 92
S.Ct. at 498 n.2
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(Brennan, J., dissenting).
Nonetheless, the

Supreme Court itself
observed that an error in
sentencing by the trial

court occurred.
Santobello, 404 U.S. at

263, 92 S.Ct. at 498 (per
curiam). Yet, rather than
remand for resentencing,

the Court vacated and
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